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Ship collisions with offshore structures may be characterized by
large amounts of kinetic energy that can be dissipated as strain
energy in either the ship, or the installation, or shared by both. In
this paper a series of FE numerical simulations are performed with
the aim of providing a clearer understanding on the strain energy
dissipation phenomenon, particularly upon the ship-structure
interaction. Ships of different dimensions and layouts are
modelled for impact simulations. Likewise, three platform jacket
models of different sizes and configurations are considered. The
collision cases involve joints, legs, and braces and are simulated for
several kinetic energy amounts of the vessels and different impact
orientations. An overview of the plastic deformation mechanisms
that can occur in both ship and jacket structure is also given. The
results from the various models with different collision scenarios
are compared in terms of the strain energy dissipation with
respect to the different ship/installation strength ratios. From the
FEA simplified approaches are also derived in terms of the relative
stiffness of the two structures for assessing the responses and
energy absorptions of the two structures. The conclusions drawn
from this study can be applied to a broader range of collision
assessment of offshore steel jacket platforms subjected to high-
energy ship impacts.
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1. Introduction
The ship collision evaluation often includes impact events between the offshore installation and
nearby vessels subject of off-loading strike. A risk assessment usually needs to be carried out for potential
collision events that are screened according to their risk for the structure and also to their likelihood. For
the assessment process, the failure shall be considered for members individually or by means of the
overall performance of the facility, i.e. keeping the structure functional after, for instance, rupturing of a
brace or denting of a leg. During the impact, the kinetic energy of the striking ship is converted into strain
energy of the vessel and the facility (that can be either fixed or floating). Some of the energy might also
remain associated with the motion of the structures after the impact (rebound). It is therefore important
to account for the plastic deformation and failure of structural members that are affected by the collision
since they will generally be associated with the primary structural effects. Fixed platforms are typically
lower in redundancy than the floating ones and also constitute the most representative offshore struc-
tures [1,2]. Likewise, the acceptance criteria defined for each type is also different. As for the energy
amounts specified for the collision assessment, these are derived from both vessel size and impact speed.
Collision events involving supply vessels are currently predicted for ship sizes up to 5000 ton [3],
although these have significant variations in size according to the region they operate [4,5], while for the
impact velocity these might range from 0.5 m/s for low-energy collision to 2 m/s for drifting supply
vessels [4]. The combination between these two factors can actually result in large amounts of energy
especially if the incidents involving passing vessels (reported in Ref. [6]) are considered, as well as a
plausible increase in the number and average size of the world's fleet in the coming years.

For the evaluation of the structural damage via energy balance, the internal energy consists of
contributions from both the vessel and installation strain energy. Such contributions might vary upon
the relative strength between the two structures. The methods used to estimate the strain energy in
the current design practice can be very conservative because of neglecting the ship-platform inter-
action through the assumption of the ship to be rigid and the entire strain energy from the installation
deformation, or less conservative, by analysing ship and platform being collided by a rigid body
separately. For the latter case, the strain energy from the vessel, as well as the associated damage to it is
usually underestimated same is the correspondent applied load. To improve the prediction accuracy,
the high fidelity FEA provides a mean to perform the coupled analyses by simultaneously considering
deformations of both the facility and ship, and including their interaction. This approach gains sig-
nificance, in particular for cases where greater energy amounts than those currently predicted by the
design practice, since a better accuracy could allow for a less conservative solution.

2. Energy absorption

Even though the elastic stiffness of the structures involved in the collision can affect the energy
dissipation process, for high energy collisions the plastic deformations will absorb most of the initial
kinetic energy, considering that the ship rebound will not be significant. Besides the global elastic
vibrations of the installation, different plastic mechanisms can be formed locally on both ship and
offshore facility depending on the collision scenario. The contribution of each of such modes is nor-
mally determined upon simplified hand calculation methods that can be found throughout the
literature.
2.1. Local denting and beam bending

For beams subjected to transverse loads, there are two mechanisms, i.e., beam bending and tube
wall denting, which can interact with each other (Fig. 1). While global bending might govern the
deformation of braces, legs are usually designed against local denting. Extensive literature can be found
with respect to the beam flexural behaviour under transverse loading and in particular for steel tubular
members.

The plastic force-deformation relationships for local denting of tubes are normally modelled by an
equivalent spring determined according to the mechanical and geometrical properties of the tube. The



Fig. 1. Tube deformation under lateral transverse loading.
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energy absorbed due to local denting is then evaluated through integration of the force-deformation
curve of the spring. Commonly referred relationships for the prediction of the tube lateral response
are those formulated by Furnes and Amdahl [7] and Ellinas andWalker [8]. The two equations however
may yield significantly different energy and impact force values depending on the different D/t ratios
used. Additional studies considered the variations on the striker shape [9] or the influence of dynamic
effects [10]. Some experimental tests can also be found in the literature [11,12]. The extension of the
dent is another important parameter in the assessment of the plastic strain energy and it becomes
more relevant for the ship impact case due to the large contact areas involved. The influences of these
parameters are included in the integrated expression of the denting deformation and energy ab-
sorption described in the DNV code [3], given as:
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where b is the dent length along the tube longitudinal direction, D the tube diameter, t the tube
thickness, sy the yield stress, Ed the amount of absorbed strain energy from the dent, and NSd and NRd
the design axial compressive force and capacity, respectively. It should be noted that Equation (1)
may yield inaccurate predictions of strain energy absorptions in evaluating ship bow impacts on
leg platforms because it was derived based on a flat impact area while the ship bow impact
indentation is characterized with irregular shapes, especially if both bulb and forecastle deck hit the
tube.
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For tubular beams undergoing large deformations the global bending response is estimated using
the three-hinge mechanism [13] based on the principle of virtual works. The load is modelled as a
concentrated load. The effects of axial flexibility of the supports and the strength of the connections can
be also included by introducing additional elements with the equivalent axial strength of the adjacent
structural members. The interaction of global bending with local denting can also be taken into
consideration based on the assumption that the indented area is flat and the remaining part of the cross
section has a constant radius of curvature. The reduced plastic section modulus can then be derived
from integration of the deformed cross section.

Despite the combined occurrence of local denting and beam bending, the contribution of the
two different modes in terms of energy absorption is not of easy estimation. Procedures based on
idealized cross-section deformation upon penetration of regular shape indenters [12] have been
proved to be inaccurate for denting values lower than 30% of the diameter of the intact cross
section [14], especially when the contact areas with the striker are irregular. However, in Ref. [14] it
is shown that the amount of strain energy dissipated by the tubes can be predicted based on the
total displacement of the membrane in contact with the striker, regardless of whether bending or
denting govern the tube deformation. However, the accuracy of this observation depends on the
extent of the contact area. It can equally be assumed that if the energy of the collision is written in
its non-dimensional form considering only the strain energy of the tube, the same predictions can
be performed regardless of the striker deformation. The dimensionless energy is then defined with
respect to the static collapse load of a circular tube in pure bending Pu (valid as long as no buckling
of the tube wall and the full plastic capacity of the cross section is achieved during the deforma-
tion), as:

l ¼ E
Put

¼ LE
8syD2t2

(6)

where Put represents the external work of the concentrated collapse load Pu that produces a transverse
displacement equal to t right underneath the load application point. Similarly to [14], the dimen-
sionless energies here are evaluated from the strain energy of the platform rather than the initial ki-
netic energy of the striker.
2.2. Axial crushing and buckling

The study of crushing mechanics of thin-walled structures has had its application in various fields
such as design of energy absorption devices or car or ship crushing. The basic folding mechanism
model constructed and presented in Ref. [15] constitutes the basis for the calculation of the crushing
strength of boxes or square tubes and the quasi-static cross section methods used for determination of
ship bow response. Modelling involving axial crushing of circular tubes can be found in Refs. [16] and
[17]. The plastic energy can be evaluated from the axial deformation of the crushed tube in the form of a
‘concertina’, being equivalent to the work required to crush the element through a distance 2H, where
H is the distance between two plastic hinges of a convolution (Fig. 2).

In Ref. [18] the collapse modes are studied for convolutions formed internally. The dissipated plastic
strain energy can be calculated [18] as:
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The above equations for the estimation of plastic energy absorption in the installation frame are
applicable to braces adjacent to the struck legs or to the case with joint impacts in which the brace



Fig. 2. Axial crushing mechanisms.
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axial strength is lower than the leg transverse strength. However, for eccentric axial loads or long
tube length, buckling of the platform tubes are more likely to exhibit modes similar to Euler
buckling modes or even higher dynamic modes (Fig. 3) that lead to less amounts of energy
absorption than those obtained for progressive buckling in Equations (7) and (8). Studies regarding
transition from buckling to bending can be found in Refs. [20e24]. The energy absorbed
during the development of an axisymmetric fold in, for instance, a brace can be estimated by
Ref. [23]:
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Equation (9) is nevertheless only recommended for circular tubes with ratios D/t � 40e45 for being
believed to underestimate the energy absorption for thicker tubes. This owes to the neglecting of the
strain hardening effects and the absorption of some energy in axial compression at the development of
each fold.

A parameter that also appears to influence the tube deformation under dynamic axial actions,
besides its geometry, is the impact velocity of a striker [23]. From both experimental and numerical
studies it is shown that the global bending mode develops quicker than progressive collapse for
lower impact velocities, which can result in global bending of the tube, whereas higher impact ve-
locities cause local folds (Fig. 3) to develop more rapidly than a global bending mode. It is possible
that both the global bending and buckling modes are combined during the tube deformation under



Fig. 3. Tube buckling.
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compressive loading. The expressions currently known are thus not able to provide more than a
general idea of the relative amounts of energy absorption by braces under compression in com-
parison with other deformation modes that the offshore facility is subjected to during the ship
impact.
3. Ship loading

3.1. Ship types

According to [25] the number of world's cargo carrying fleet of propelled sea-going merchant
ships of no less than 100 gross ton was estimated (in January 2013) to be 86,942, consisting of
general cargo ships, tankers, bulk carriers, passenger ships, container ships and others. Among
them, general cargo ships have the highest portion, and the oil tankers rank the second. Not only
the sizes and layouts vary in these ships, but also steels of different strengths can be employed in
shipbuilding. Therefore it is important to select more representative ship structures in the study as
it is not possible to model all the ships. The International Association of Classification Societies
(IACS) consisting of thirteen classification societies keep data of the majority of the world's cargo
carrying ships' tonnage. From the number distributions of the principal general cargo ships, bulk
cargo carriers, container ships, and oil tankers, analysed by the Systems Laboratory of Port and
Harbour Research Institute (PHRI), the relationship between the vessel displacement DT and
deadweight tonnage DWT can be established. Likewise, approximate relationships
between the deadweight tonnage DWT and general dimensions (length e Lpp) can also be estab-
lished as [26]:

Cargo shipsð<10;000DWTÞ : log
�
Lpp
	 ¼ 0:867þ 0:310 logðDWTÞ

Cargo shipsð� 10;000DWTÞ : log�Lpp	 ¼ 0:964þ 0:285 logðDWTÞ
Container ships : log

�
Lpp
	 ¼ 0:516þ 0:401 logðDWTÞ

Oil tankers : log
�
Lpp
	 ¼ 0:793þ 0:322 logðDWTÞ

9>>=
>>; (11)
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With regards to collision assessment of ships with offshore installations, the DNV design against
accidental loads [3] prescribes deformation relationships for bows against jacket legs for supply vessels
between 2000 and 5000 tons and energy impacts up to approximately 60 MJ, meaning, for instance,
velocities of approximately 6 m/s for a vessel of ~3000 ton. Nonetheless, the trend observed in recent
years is that heavier vessels have been being built. According to [27], vessel displacements have been
increased since 1985e6000 tons and Central North Sea and Southern North Sea structures have been
subjected to collisions involving vessels up to 10,000 tons. The supply vessel can also differ according to
where it operates, ranging, for instance, from 1000 tons in the Gulf of Mexico to 8000 tons in the North
Sea [4,5]. The nature of the collision events can also give an overview on how severe the facility damage
can be. Different impact velocities are expected from regularly visiting supply vessels, passing vessels
and off-loading shuttle tankers. Reports have shown [6] that the transfer of cargo followed by vessels
that approach the installation and unloading operations seem to be themost common type of activities
that lead to collisions with the offshore installation. Despite less frequent, incidents involving passing
vessels have also been reported. These incidents involving passing vessels likely involve high energies
from the impact caused by higher velocities, and the highest energy collisions are likely to involve
head-on impacts.

Some models representing ships of different sizes have therefore been considered in this study. The
fleet comprises the following models:

1) Ship ‘S2’ e for supply vessels with displacements between 2000 and 5000 tons when fully loaded;
2) Ship ‘S10’ e for heavier supply vessels. Stronger scantlings than usual are assumed for this model;
3) Ship ‘S20’ e greater than model ‘S10’, displacement up to about 25,000 ton;

The scantlings of these models are given in detail in the Appendix, whereas the particulars con-
cerning the FEM are described in the next section.
3.2. FE models

Since the ship models have been chosen with the purpose of evaluating collisions that involve
high amounts of energy, i.e., head on collisions, particular attention has been given to the ship bows.
It is true that for lateral collision the hydrodynamic mass coefficients are greater than for bow im-
pacts. However the velocities of head on collisions are higher, therefore leading to higher impact
energy. The modelling of ship striking bows in literature diverges from rigid and approximate shapes
[28] to detailed models with the deformable structure represented [29,30]. Bows can be divided into
conventional and bulbous. For the second case, the bow is expected to provoke higher stresses on the
obstacle due to the increased stiffness resulting from the bulb contribution. In the current work the
three ships are modelled with bulbous bows. Decks, frames and girders are included in all the
models. The influence of longitudinal stiffeners is also checked by comparing the simulation results
obtained with or without including the stiffeners in the model. Two other parameters which in-
fluence the bow deformation response are also considered. They are the strength of the scantlings
and steel types. For the first, the scantlings are increased by increasing the thickness of the plates,
while for the second different stressestrain curves are assumed. Some attention is also put on the
impact velocity and the width of the obstacle, i.e., the contact area between the struck object and the
striking bow.

The stressestrain curves of the ship steels used in the simulations meet the IACS criteria and are
obtained from tensile tests [31]. The steels for scantling purposes have usually minimum yield stresses
ranging from 235MPa to 390MPa (oil tankers and bulk carriers). In this study yield stresses of 285MPa
and 365 MPa are considered for mild steel and high strength steel, and named as ‘M’ and ‘HT’
respectively. The curves of the piecewise linear plasticity material models adopted in the simulations
and remaining mechanical properties are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1. Strain rate values are defined
according to [32] and [33] for the different steel types and the Cowper-Symonds (standard strain rate
formulation) model is used [34]. The critical fracture strain values are set according to the element size
of the adopted mesh size and the nominal values normally taken for steel materials, usually assumed



Fig. 4. Stress-strain curves of ship steels.
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between 0.15 and 0.2 [3]. Shell elements of size between 80 mm and 100 mm are used for the steel
plates of first sections of the ship. The element size is determined after performing mesh convergence
tests [14,35,36]. Due to the variation of plate thickness for different shipmodels the range of εumay also
vary. The fracture of the steel is of some importance in modelling the bow crushing behaviour as it can
affect the bow secondary stiffness, i.e. the restore of the ship strength during the internal contact
between different plates from the ship structure. For the rear part of the ships, where no significant
deformations are expected to occur, rigid solid elements are employed and rigidly connected to the
shells of the front portion. The total mass of the ships is obtained by adjusting the density of the rigid
blocks, and the ships real shape is kept in order to capture the inertia effects in the model and to model
the right gyration radii. A constant value for the surge added mass has been assumed knowing that,
however, in a few cases some yawing can develop during the slowing downprocess and also the kinetic
energy might not reach zero. The total mass of the models also includes the hydrodynamic addedmass
of 5e10% assumed for surge.
3.3. Bow deformation

The estimation of the deformation and loading exerted by striking bows has been addressed, since
Minorsky [37], either via mathematical models [32,38,39], or model tests [40e42]. The mathematical
models have been developed from the basic foldingmechanisms [43] described in Section 2 (Fig. 2) and
continuously improved. In general, for such quasi-static analysis it is required that the ship layout/
structure susceptible of deformation is well known as the deformations are evaluated based upon the
number and nature of the plate intersections in each cross section along the ship length. This might
turn such procedures too complex as part of the full collision analysis of vessels against offshore
facilities.

Because a very high level of detail could be, to some extent, very time consuming, not only in terms
of the model complexity, but also by means of FE calculation time, the concept of equivalent plate
Table 1
Steel properties of the ship models.

Steel type E [GPa] sy [MPa] su [MPa] εu √ r [Kg/m3] C [s�1] P

‘M’ 200 285 550 0.17e0.37a 0.3 7800 [32] 500 [32] 4

‘HT’ 200 365 620 0.17e0.37a 0.3 7800 [33] 3200 [33] 5

a Dependent on the shell thickness.
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thickness [44] could be plausible in order to account for the effects of relatively small stiffeners. In this
case, the stiffened bow is replaced by an unstiffened structure in which the outer shell is calculated,
following the smearing out technique as:

teq ¼ t þ k
As

d
(12)

where teq is the equivalent thickness, t is the thickness of the outer shell, k is an empirical constant
usually taken as 1.0, As stands for the sectional area of the stiffeners and d represents the spacing
between the stiffeners. Experiments by Paik and Pedersen [45] have shown that longitudinally stiff-
ened structures could be reasonably replaced by equivalent unstiffened structures by using the
smearing out technique (Fig. 5). This methodwas applied by Yamada and Pedersen [46] in combination
with Yang and Caldwell's method [32] to different kinds of bulbous sections. In fact, the mean crushing
forces calculated for the equivalent unstiffened structure are lower, although they could be more ac-
curate when correlated with experimental data. The neglecting of lateral buckling of the stiffeners
actually results in a lower value of the plastic bending moment M0. The adopted technique is
considered for the assumed striking bows with moderate deformations since for a struck ship, the
fracture initiation could take place at a different location than the ship front.

Simple empirical formulae have been derived by other authors, making use of databases of previous
collision cases and other statistical data. Parameters such as the ship total mass, ship size, impact
velocity, strain rate effects are accounted in different expressions. Saul and Svensson [47] give the
maximum impact force based on the deadweight of the vessel with a scatter of 50% based on the bow
shape and structure type:

Pbow½MN� ¼ 0:88
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DWT

p
±50% (13)

The US-Guide Specifications [48] estimate the maximum crushing force with the inclusion of the
ship initial velocity v0 by:

Pbow½MN� ¼ 0:12v0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DWT

p
(14)

while Pedersen [49] derived an empirical expression, for ice-strengthened bows, based on a series of
analysed collision cases using Amdahl's [39] and Caldwell and Yang's [32] procedures, for the calcu-
lation of the maximum bow collision load that also takes into account the ship length Lpp:
Fig. 5. Stiffened bow section vs. unstiffened bow section with smeared out thickness.
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It is however common to all these expressions that thewidth of the struck obstacle is neglected, and
thus the bow response for impacts against obstacles of limited width would likely overestimate the
deformed steel volume and underestimate the penetration depth of the obstacle. The eccentricity for
impacts against obstacles of limited width is another parameter that must be taken into account, not
only due to the different strength of the contact areas between ship and obstacle, but also because of
the hydrodynamic effects.

To account for all the above issues, in this study numerical simulations are carried out first by
subjecting the three bow models against rigid obstacles.

Despite the impact velocity is considered in some of the above formulae, it is shown in Fig. 6,
from the impact forces calculated according to Equation (13), that its influence is not noticeable on
the bow deformation caused by a fixed rigid object, in which the force-deformation curves for
different velocities are obtained for Ship ‘S10’ using steel ‘M’ and larger scantlings against a rigid
cylinder of D ¼ 2 m. For initial velocities of 3, 5 and 7 m/s the contact force can be directly related to
the crushing distance (s) since it is mainly a function of the amount of kinetic energy.

The comparison between the deformation of the same ship model using the stiffened bow and
unstiffened bow with smeared out thickness is also made for an impact speed of 7 m/s (Fig. 7), where
the reduction of the bow force with the crushing distance can be about 10%e20% for penetration
depths greater than 2 m. The same bow is considered with the same impact speed against a rigid wall,
which shows an increase of the peak force from 81.7 MN to 96.9 MN (19% increase) and a decrease of
Fig. 6. Bow deformation for different impact velocities (ship ‘S10’).



Fig. 7. Stiffened bow section vs. unstiffened bow section with smeared out thickness (ship ‘S10’ vs. rigid wall).
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the bow crushing distance from 6.4 m to 4.7 m (27% decrease) relatively to the impact with the rigid
cylinder (bow deformation illustrated in Fig. 8). This proves the importance of accounting for the width
of the struck obstacles, especially when evaluation of the energy dissipation is based upon the stiffness
of the contact areas.

The influences of other parameters such as different scantlings and steel materials are examined for
the three bow models against a rigid cylinder of 2.0 m diameter (Fig. 9) and are compared with the
predictions from other authors in Fig. 10. The classification of the ships, according to their deadweight
Fig. 8. Bow deformation, stiffened model ‘S10’ (left e rigid wall; right e rigid cylinder).



Fig. 9. Bow deformation (FEA).
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Fig. 10. Bow maximum forces.
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tonnage, is made according to the statistical data from Refs. [26], as well as considering Equation (13) in
order to estimate the bow forces according to [49]. The penetration depth s is obtained/measured from
the forecastle deck end that can bemore or less forward in comparisonwith the bulb, depending on the
different bow configurations.

The difference between the various predictions confirms the difficulty in generalizing the defor-
mation response of ship bows, especially if accounting for special ship categories or by looking at both
upper and lower bounds of Equation (13). However, regardless of the variations of the rigid obstacle
width or the bow layout (stiffened or unstiffened with smeared out thickness), the FEA seem to show
good agreement with the curve from the US Guide (Equation (14)), and is in between the upper and
lower bounds from Saul& Svensson's curve (Equation (13)). Equation (15) clearly indicates greater bow
forces and the respective spread of them.
3.4. Simplified equivalent system

Knowing that explicit finite-element techniques may not be ideal for practical engineering
problems, as the explicit integration of the models normally requires supercomputing resources
and long calculation time, simplified systems are developed for efficient bow crushing response
analysis, based on the FEA. By assuming that in a frontal collision the energy absorbed is mainly
function of the deformation in the direction of the initial ship motion (surge), the deformed bow
can be replaced by a spring (SDOF) or a set of springs in parallel. In Ref. [50], where the bow
deformation is studied for shipeship collisions, the calculations of the collision damage consider
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the vertical variation in the stiffness of the striking bow. The bow stiffness is then represented as a
set of non-linear springs modelled according to [51] with associated slacks representing the
geometrical bow form. From observing the energy curves in Fig. 6, it can be drawn that their growth
follows a quadratic trend (at least) until the peak force is reached. After that point, the increase is
nearly linear with the null growth of the contact force. The energy curves for the ascending trend of
the force can therefore be approximated as:

Ebow ¼ A$s2 þ B$s (16)

and the force obtained from:

Pbow ¼ vEbow
vs

¼ k$sþ B (17)

where A and B are constants that characterize the force and energy curves and k ¼ 2А.The spring law is
then described by a rigid behaviour until the force reaches a magnitude of B. From this point until
reaching the peak force, the spring deforms linearly with a stiffness value equal to k. Such parameters
might also provide a practical tool in evaluating the energy dissipation based on the relative stiffness
approach when the struck obstacles are deformable too.

When it comes to collisions in which the bow is only partially involved, a simplified system
using two or more springs in parallel may reproduce the ship response more accurately. This is the
case, for instance, when the obstacle is an inclined platform leg or even a brace. The curves in Fig. 6
are plotted assuming two parts of typical bulbous bows of which loading on a struck obstacle
could be split into two main and distinct highly concentrated stress areas from bulb and stem
(Fig. 11).

The bows under analysis have higher strength when compared to conventional bows due to the
inclusion of the bulb in the structure, which is also the stiffer part of the bow. Based on the FEA, the
trends shown in Fig. 12 are assumed for estimation of k and B from the ship dimensions, including
factors such as the strength of the scantlings and the steel grades. Since the evaluation is carried
out considering central deformations, for eccentric impacts both loading and k and B would be
lower if the contact parts did not involve the central girders. For eccentric impacts the ship would
likely rotate over the obstacle, therefore changing the direction of the penetration and the hy-
drodynamic mass factors would equally have to be readjusted due to the ship sway. Another
consideration to be done with regards to the stiffness of the springs used in the equivalent systems
is that after the maximum contact load the bow force seems either to reach a plateau or decrease.
Thus, in case of a very stiff obstacle penetrating the ship bow much further than the limits
Fig. 11. Simplified system for bow response.



Fig. 12. Estimation of simplified ship bow equivalent system.
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considered in the analysis (higher energy impacts) the spring stiffness shall rather be considered as
null after the penetration depth corresponding to the maximum force has been reached. Values for
k and B are also given if only the bulb is accounted/involved during the collision (kb and Bb). The
same can be estimated for the remaining part separately from the idealization of a system of
parallel springs (ka and Ba).

The curve fit for k in Fig. 12 is done for the three different bow models considering the respective
variations in terms of plate thickness or steel strength. For model ‘S20’ the shell thickness of the
unstiffened bow is smeared out, making k to lie below the projection. It has already been shown for
model ‘S10’ that for equal crushing depths the difference between the peak force using stiffened and
unstiffened bows with increased shell thickness varies between 10 and 20%. The respective equivalent
spring stiffness is therefore affected. The use of larger scantlings that can be more representative of
special ship classes could also indicate the projections to be conservative for themajority of the cases as
these ICE class ships or similar are less common. As for parameter B, it appears that the reference value
of the force for which bow deformations start to become significant should be taken as constant
regardless of the ship size (if within the range of the vessel sizes considered). Yet, the extrapolation of
these values for ships of possible higher impact energies is not recommended and does not seem to be
of significant interest as the respective strengths and energy amounts for collisions involving such
vessels would likely go much beyond the order of magnitude that offshore steel fixed platforms could
bear.



Fig. 13. Offshore platform models.
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4. Collision simulations

4.1. Platform models

For the purpose of examining the energy dissipations on different strength obstacles, three
platform models are considered: a tripod, ‘P3’, and a four-legged jacket, ‘P4’, with the total heights
from the seabed to the deck of 71.0 m and 53.6 m, respectively; and an eight-legged jacket model,
‘P8’, for deeper waters with a height of 201.2 m (Fig. 13). The steel frames of the three platforms are
constituted by tubular members, with the material properties described in Table 2. The API RP-2A
[22] requires that structural steel pipes must conform to the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) A36, with yield strength of around 250 MPa. However, the medium grade
structural steels of which offshore platforms are conventionally constructed have yield strengths in
the range of 350 MPa with some platforms installed in the North Sea having been constructed with
400e450 MPa steel, according to [52]. The joints are modelled as welded in this study. For different
collision cases the same platform model is given different thickness values so that not only global
but mainly local strength and different ship/platform stiffness ratios could be considered in the
Table 2
Platforms steel material.

Part description E [GPa] sy [MPa] su [MPa] εu √ r [Kg/m3] C [s�1] P

Tube 200 345 450 0.20 0.3 7800 40.4 [34] 5 [34]
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evaluation of energy dissipation. Impacted legs have lengths ranging between ~15 and ~25 m and
diameters of 1.25e1.70 m, whereas the struck braces range in length from ~14.0 m to 20.0 m and
have diameters of 0.5 m and 0.8 m. The steel frames of models ‘P3’ and ‘P4’ are discretised with
shell elements, while for model ‘P8’ only the two top storeys (see Appendix) are modelled using
shells. Due to the dimensions and complexity of the model ‘P8’ and in order to save computation
resources, the rest of the frame where no big plastic deformations are expected from the impact,
beam elements are used. The fracture strain for the defined steel materials is adjusted according to
the mesh size of the shell elements (100 mm) and thickness. The mesh size is determined after a
mesh convergence test. The top decks of the platforms are rigidly connected to the frames and
modelled using rigid materials. The vertical action of gravity is added to the deck and the design
weight values adopted are checked according to the axial preload design values [5]. The mass
values are 8000, 10,000 and 12,500 ton for models ‘P3’, ‘P4’ and ‘P8’ respectively. The structural
particulars of the platform models can be seen more in detail in the Appendix.

4.2. Collision cases

The numerical models for ships and platforms described above are used to perform ship collision
simulations. The case studies under analysis refer to different possibilities of ship-platform collision
and different deformation scenarios. As mentioned earlier, not only different ship and platformmodels
are used, but also the strength of some of the tubular steel members is adjusted by changing the
thickness. It is expected that by adjusting the relative thickness of ship and installation the energy may
be dissipated through the different structures in different proportions and also through the different
plastic mechanisms formed. The collision scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 14 and the initial data
reporting to each collision case are shown in Table 3. The scenarios considered include collisions on leg,
joint and brace as well as different impact angles. The position of the arrows in Fig. 14 indicates the
approximate position of the highest concentrated stresses caused by the contact. This should normally
correspond to the bulb position. The only exception is case 19, in which the upper part of the bow
strikes the brace. In case 20 the contact also involves the struck brace of case 19 although the ship
position is lowered. For reasons of simplification and analysis, the same thickness values indicated in
Table 3 are used for all the braces or legs.

4.3. Model response

Unless the offshore steel frames have very stiff elements as well as stiff connections and stronger
bracings, the energies involved in any of the scenarios should be enough to provoke the individual
Fig. 14. Collision scenarios.



Table 3
Description of collision cases.

Case Ship Installation

Model Scantlings Steel v0 m/s Ek0 MJ Model tleg [mm] tbrace [mm]

1 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 7.0 74.3 ‘P3’ 60 20
2 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 7.0 74.3 ‘P3’ 45 20
3 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 7.0 74.3 ‘P3’ 60 20
4 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 7.0 74.3 ‘P3’ 60 20
5 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 7.0 74.3 ‘P3’ 45 20
6 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 6.0 54.6 ‘P4’ 60 20
7 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 6.0 54.6 ‘P4’ 45 20
8 ‘S10’ Large ‘M’ 3.0 59.0 ‘P4’ 60 20
9 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 6.0 54.6 ‘P4’ 60 20
10 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 6.0 54.6 ‘P4’ 45 20
11 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 6.0 54.6 ‘P4’ 60 20
12 ‘S2’ Normal ‘M’ 6.0 54.6 ‘P4’ 45 20
13 ‘S2’ Large ‘M’ 7.0 74.4 ‘P8’ 50 15
14 ‘S2’ Large ‘M’ 7.0 74.4 ‘P8’ 50 15
15 ‘S2’ Large ‘M’ 7.0 74.4 ‘P8’ 70 20
16 ‘S10’ Large ‘M’ 4.0 104.8 ‘P8’ 50 15
17 ‘S10’ Large ‘M’ 4.0 104.8 ‘P8’ 50 15
18 ‘S10’ Large ‘M’ 4.0 104.8 ‘P8’ 50 20
19 ‘S2’ Large ‘M’ 4.0 24.3 ‘P8’ 50 20
20 ‘S2’ Large ‘M’ 4.0 24.3 ‘P8’ 50 20
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failure of somemembers. The need of considering higher redundant platforms such as model ‘P8’ owes
to a better assessment of the contribution from different plastic mechanisms in the whole system
(vessel þ installation) response. For instance, in cases 2 and 5, the deck of platform ‘P3’ falls (global
collapse of the deck) after the failure of the hit leg, regardless of the impact type e beam or joint. The
amounts of internal energy of the installation are in both cases similar (see Table 4), but the failure
Table 4
Energy balance.

Case Total energy Strain energy

Eship [MJ] Eship [%] Einst [MJ] Einst [%] Erebound [MJ] Erebound [%] Etotal [MJ] Eship [%] Einst [%] Etotal [MJ]

1 69.0 92.9 4.2 5.6 1.1 1.5 74.3 94.3 5.7 73.2
2 36.5 49.1 28.7 38.6 9.2a 12.3a 74.3 56.0 44.0 65.2
3 61.9 83.2 11.5 15.4 1.0 1.3 74.3 84.4 15.6 73.3
4 64.9 87.3 7.7 10.3 1.8 2.4 74.3 89.4 10.6 72.6
5 37.7 50.7 27.5 37.0 9.1a 12.2a 74.3 57.8 42.2 65.2
6 50.3 92.2 3.3 6.0 1.0 1.8 54.6 93.9 6.1 53.6
7 47.8 87.6 5.7 10.4 1.1 2.0 54.6 89.4 10.6 53.5
8 34.3 58.2 8.1 13.7 16.6a 28.2a 59.0 81.0 19.0 42.4
9 49.1 90.0 4.2 7.8 1.2 2.3 54.6 92.1 7.9 53.4
10 46.3 84.8 6.9 12.6 1.4 2.6 54.6 87.1 12.9 53.2
11 52.2 95.7 1.5 2.7 0.9 1.7 54.6 97.3 2.7 53.7
12 50.3 92.1 3.1 5.7 1.2 2.2 54.6 94.2 5.8 53.4
13 63.0 84.6 11.0 14.8 0.4 0.6 74.4 85.1 14.9 74.0
14 32.6 43.8 40.6 54.5 1.2 1.7 74.4 44.6 55.4 73.2
15 48.1 64.7 25.7 34.6 0.6 0.7 74.4 65.2 34.8 73.9
16 34.6 33.0 68.8 65.6 1.4 1.3 104.8 33.5 66.5 103.4
17 32.8 31.3 71.5 64.0 4.9 4.7 104.8 32.9 67.1 104.3
18 55.6 53.0 49.2 46.9 0.0 0.0 104.8 53.0 47.0 104.8
19 0.2 0.8 7.9 32.5b 16.2 66.7b 24.3 2.5 97.5 8.1
20 2.0 8.2 16.2 66.7b 6.1 25.1b 24.3 11.0 89.0 18.2

a Deck fall.
b Brace failure.
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mechanisms are highly influenced by the gravity action on the deck after the global collapse has
occurred. In fact, the platform has absorbed respectively 11.2 MJ and 12.3 MJ energy when the leg
failure occurs. In contrast, for platform ‘P8’, larger dents on the leg wall and eventual leg fracture are
not sufficient to lead to an overall structural collapse. The energy dissipation in each of the numerical
cases is shown in Table 4 and in Table 5 the platform response is described more in detail, considering
the different deformation mechanisms.

Attention must be paid to any connection that can be made between the displacement of the
membrane of the hit zone of the tube platform and the energy dissipated. For situations in which the
full leg is able to bend without any local denting, the values u (displacement of the struck membrane of
the platform due to beam bending, local denting or both) and D (displacement of the rigid deck) can be
directly correlated with the configuration of the structure shape due to the impact action and
respective wave propagation through the frame. This is actually regarded in cases 4 and 13, where the
strain energy is assumed as part of the overall strain energy. In general, the values of the strain energy
can also be well estimated using Equation (1) if u as given in Table 5 is relatively small as compared to
the tube diameter.

The contribution of adjacent braces near the contact point is visible especially when the platforms
are single or K-braced (‘P3’ and ‘P8’). The strain energy absorbed by each of the braces in which the
plastic deformations are significant is shown in Table 6 (ub stands for the maximum deformation
measured perpendicular to the tube axis due to axial compression) and Fig. 15. The relationship be-
tween the deformation configuration and the amount of strain energy of the braces due to axial
compression is not of easy estimation since the development of folding can be combined with global
bending. The maximum energy amounts on each of the braces subjected to axial actions are generally
close and seem to varymorewith the change of wall thickness rather than the diameter. As a reference,
according to Equation (9) a variation of tubewall thickness from15 to 20mm for the range of diameters
considered (0.5e0.8 m) would result in a factor of approximately 1.6 times more energy to develop an
axisymmetric folding. In cases 17 and 18 it is still possible to figure out that the rupture of two braces
Table 5
Installation response.

Case Global (jacket elastic response) Localized Total

D [m] E [MJ] E [%] Struck leg/brace/joint Adjacent membersc

u [m] E [MJ] E [%] No. members E [MJ] E [%] E [MJ]

1 <0.1 4.2 100 <0.1 ~0 0 0 ~0 0 4.2
2 a a a a a a a a a 28.7
3 0.26 7.9 68.7 0.13 ~0 0 1 3.6 31.3 11.5
4 <0.1 7.7 100 0.17 ~0 0 0 ~0 0 7.7
5 a a a a a a a a a 27.5
6 <0.1 3.3 100 <0.1 ~0 0 0 ~0 0 3.3
7 <0.1 5.2 91.2 0.20 0.5 8.8 0 ~0 0 5.7
8 <0.1 5.3 65.4 0.14 2.7 33.3 0 ~0 0 8.1
9 <0.1 4.2 100 <0.1 ~0 0 0 ~0 0 4.2
10 <0.1 3.5 50.7 0.46 3.3 47.8 0 ~0 0 6.9
11 <0.1 1.5 100 <0.1 ~0 0 0 ~0 0 1.5
12 <0.1 1.0 32.3 0.18 2.1 67.7 0 ~0 0 3.1
13 0.70 11.0 100 0.60 ~0 0 0 ~0 0 11.0
14 0.70 14.1 34.7 1.93 20.1 49.5 1 6.4 15.8 40.6
15 0.71 12.4 48.2 1.43 13.3 51.8 0 ~0 0 25.7
16 1.10 25.5 37.1 3.70 35.1 51.0 5 8.2 11.9 68.8
17 1.10 21.7 30.3 3.36 34.7 48.5 3 10.6 14.8 71.5
18 0.94 22.3 45.3 1.76 14.6 29.7 2 12.4 25.2 49.2
19 0.08 2.0 25.3 b 5.9 74.7 b b b 7.9
20 0.18 6.4 39.5 b 9.8 60.5 b b b 16.2

a Structure global collapse e only total internal energy of installation provided.
b Brace failure.
c Braces with significant local contribution to the total internal energy of the installation.



Table 6
Brace deformation caused by axial loading.

Case L [m] D [m] t [mm] ub [m] E MJ

3 25.5 0.8 20 1.5 3.7
14 20.0 0.8 15 1.5 2.8
16 15.2 0.5 15 2.7 3.1
17 9.2 0.5 15 3.8 3.0
18 9.2 0.5 20 2.0 4.7
18 20.0 0.8 20 0.9 3.6
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occurs at the joint also due to the influence of shear. Nonetheless, the tubes under axial compression
always end up failing before energy values reaching around 3 MJ for t ¼ 15 mm and below 4 MJ for
t ¼ 20 mm. The only exception is found for case 18, where the failure occurs at an energy value of
4.7 MJ, possibly due to a stiffer brace with short length, which makes the transition from progressive
buckling to global bending more difficult and therefore increases the capability of absorbing energy of
the tube.

The configuration of the braces is equally important to define the overall strength of the installation.
From the cases involving platform ‘P4’, there is no yielding in any other members than the hit leg.
Despite in some of the cases that some small local denting is noticed for the t ¼ 45 mm legs, the
majority of the kinetic energy is converted into strain energy via ship deformation, whereas among the
small portion of strain energy converted to the platform, the majority is taken by the frame
deformation.

The frame deformation (global elastic deflection of the entire jacket) capacity associated with
large global displacement of the frame is very important because it can absorb large amount of
impact energy, in particular for bigger installations such as model ‘P8’. The frame global energy is
not only dependent on the stiffness of the structure in the impact direction, but also proportional to
the squared displacement D (assuming a SDOF analogy [53]). The comparison between cases 15 and
18 can be illustrative of it if both values of D and E are accounted. Any of these ‘global’ energy values
measured for model ‘P8’ from cases 14 to 18 presented in Table 5 are above those currently
considered by any design code. However, in any of the collision scenarios both braces and legs can
be subjected to local deformations, so that the local strength must always be considered. Still in
regards to the measured D displacements, the model ‘P3’ undergoes considerable rotation over one
of its legs (case 3) so that in such situations the rotational stiffness plays an important role in the
way how the energy is transferred through the facility frame.

The interaction between ship and installation for each of the cases can be seen in Fig. 16. The dis-
placements u and s are measured from the main contact point. Although these graphics can give a
general idea of the relative strength of each of the structures and the energy taken by each of them, the
energy absorbed by adjacent braces is not directly reflected on the global deformation curves (cases 3
and 16 to 18, for instance, when compared to the amounts given by Tables 4 and 5). Comparatively to
the values shown in Table 5, the maximum u plotted in Fig. 16 is sometimes higher as they represent
Fig. 15. Brace deformation due to axial compression.



Fig. 16. a. Collision strain energy balance. b. Collision strain energy balance. c. Collision strain energy balance.
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Fig. 16. (continued).
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Fig. 16. (continued).
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the peak values and not the final/residual displacements of Table 5 that account for the system
unloading.

Another note concerns theway how the bow crushing distance must be pointed as in some cases, as
mentioned earlier, the eccentricity of the collisions has to be considered and may influence the
deformation configuration of the bow. Since it has been tried for all the situations that the ship bulb is
aligned with the axis of the struck member and the global crushing distance s is measured fromwhere
the first deformations occur, these not always coincidewith the centre of the ship at the forecastle deck
(see Fig. 17). The approximated stiffness values estimated previously might therefore overestimate the
ship action on the platform if simplified hand calculations are to be used.

5. Discussion

The set of numerical simulations described in the previous section provides meaningful infor-
mation regarding the response of both ship and platform systems (and considering their interac-
tion) within a range of diverse scenarios. The degree of complexity of these two structures demands
the use of simplified equivalent systems for quick hand calculations. In both structures the for-
mation of plastic mechanisms can involve various members. The development of numerical models
for the estimation of the ship bow response is well documented and the bows can be assimilated to



Fig. 17. Eccentric bow crushing.
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a single or a small number of multiple degree of freedom systems. According to the calculations
performed in Section 2, such models can be characterized mainly by springs initially rigid and then
deformable according to an approximate constant plastic stiffness after the loading has reached a
minimum value B. For the installation, although the deformation mechanisms of the members of
the platform are normally assessed through simple hand calculations as well, adjacent members
that are not directly involved in the collision can also experience significant deformations. This in
fact makes the evaluation of the overall response more complex when such deformation mecha-
nisms in different parts are combined. The separation between the different absorption mecha-
nisms can become a complex process when taking into account the coupled response of both local
and global effects. Whereas for beam impacts the mechanisms observed involve the flexural
response of the struck member and the frame elastic response, provided that the connections are
strong enough (for which the single bracings of case 3 is the only exception among the studied
cases), when the ship action is directly exerted on a joint the adjacent braces are more likely to
contribute to the formation of different mechanisms to the energy absorption process. De-
formations caused by shear or axial crushing can be found for braces that are perpendicular or more
aligned with the direction of the impact loading. Equations (7)e(10), however, cannot predict
approximate energy amounts based on the deformations in braces, where these always differ from
the illustrations of Figs. 2 and 3. This can make the estimation of the total response of the platform
less accurate for joint impacts when the connections have a lower strength. For cases 14 and 16 to
18, of which deformed braces are shown in Fig. 15, different areas of concentrated stresses are
noticeable for both ends and middle span. From the contribution/weight that the buckling of braces
can have on the total response as shown in Table 5, the number of braces with plastic strain is
shown to not necessarily reflect the total amount of energy taken by these members. Their
contribution appears to reach up to approximately 25% of the total energy taken by the platform
(collision 18), even though the separation between elastic and plastic strain energy is not made for
the deformed tubes.

For the remaining cases where the flexural response of the struck leg or brace is responsible for the
plastic strain energy of the installation, the analysis is easier to be carried out and the local mechanisms
analysed in previous studies [7,8,13,14] can be employed effectively. As for the global energy, the frame
elastic energy values given Table 5 follow the measured displacement D suggesting, for instance, the
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use of simple SDOF analogies, provided that the global stiffness of the facility is not significantly
affected by the local damage of the collision point [53].

With respect to the energy dissipation and respective design principles, a study by Storheim and
Amdahl [54] takes into account the compactness factor Rc (Equations (1) and (5)) of the struck beam to
predict the energy dissipation. The majority of the energy will be dissipated by the ship if Rc is larger
than the maximum collision force, otherwise the platform member will deform according to a three-
hinge-mechanism as described in Ref. [13]. In Ref. [54] values of Rc > 1.7 MN are assumed to be suf-
ficient to crush the bulbous bows without significant denting (Rc > 1.3 MN for broadside impacts),
according to the tube characteristics, the leg of 45e60mm thickness, depending on the diameter. These
values are obtained assuming a concentrated load, i.e. parameter bwhich is used in Ref. [3] for the tube
resistance against local denting and in Equations (1)e(5) is equal to 0. If distributed loads from the
contact area are considered then Rc could in theory assume lower values than those presented for b¼ 0.

For a consistent ship/installation stiffness ratio that can be practical in estimating the energy
dissipation from collisions involving significant amounts of kinetic energy, it has been shown that
different mechanisms and their interaction need to be addressed. For the ship structure, statistical
data that account for parameters such as the plate thickness, ship dimensions or number of plate
intersections are taken in order to derive SDOF or MDOF consisting of parallel springs, from which
the spring stiffness can be derived. For the platform, however, the frame deformation is shown to
dissipate high percentages of the total energy besides the local mechanisms occurred in or nearby
the collision point. Expressions from Refs. [7,8] have a degree of ½, contrary to the quadratic
equations derived for the deformation of the bow models. As for Equation (1), the complexity is
higher since it depends on the relationship between the length of the dent and the diameter of the
cross section. In turn, the stiffness assessment through beam bending or even the global
displacement of the facility would mainly consider the linear response of the platform. For steel
facilities like those considered in this study, i.e. made of tubular thin-walled members, the wall
thickness plays an important role especially in how the local (and also global) strength is consid-
ered for purposes of comparison with the bow strength. The energy dissipation (strain energy, E)
with respect to the relative strength is described in Fig. 18 for three different ratios/parameters. The
three parameters taken into consideration for the installation are the stiffness obtained by the
displacement measured on the impact point upon the application of a unit load ki, the compactness
factor Rc from Equation (1) and mentioned in Ref. [54] the plastic moment of the tube wall mp that
is given, according to [7], as:

mp ¼ t2sy
4

(18)

whereas for the ship, a value ks is assumed from the deformation behaviour as defined in Section 3. For
ks only the deformed bow parts are considered. Thus, for brace impact in cases 19 and 20 ks¼ kb (Fig.11)
of the respective ship model. The differentiation between the cases is made for the influence of the
buckling of braces near the impact point and for the collision type (joint or span impact).

Each pair of points corresponding to a different case is plotted symmetrically according to the
respective parameter.While the energy dissipation is characterised in terms of the local response of the
platform for ks/mp and Rc, for the ratio ks/ki the structure global behaviour assumes higher prepon-
derance. Although in each pair of graphics some trends can be speculated, the dispersion that can be
observed relative to these trends increases the degree of uncertainty if any of the tried assumptions
were to be considered. The use of Rc confirms the results from Ref. [54] that (for model ‘S2’) a value of
Rc > 1.6e1.7 MN should be sufficient to cause the bulb to crush without significant denting of the tube.
If the ship is assumed to be stronger, such as model ‘S10’, then a slight increase of Rc would become
more appropriate, even considering the stress distribution from the respective contact areas. The
dissipation can however occur in other ways when the compactness requirement is fulfilled. In case 15,
for instance, the installation is able to dissipate ~45% of the total energy, owing to the platform di-
mensions and overall elastic response of the frame. Nevertheless, it must be noted that such case
corresponds to an impact scenario where the joint is directly hit by the bulb. In turn, the buckling of
adjacent braces does not seem to affect the trend for when Rc is used.



Fig. 18. Energy dissipation based on structural relative strength.
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By considering the ratio ks/mp some attention is drawn to the variation of the ship stiffness. The
influence of the tube thickness is also emphasized, rather than its diameter or even length. In fact, if
Equations (1)e(5) are taken into account, it is clear that more energy is dissipated by a tube when its
thickness increases rather thanwith the decrease of the D/t ratio through the decrease of the diameter.
The respective graphics show some similarity with the qualitative curves of energy dissipation vs. the
relative strength [3], being that for 30 < ks/mp < 60 the platform can dissipate from ~0 to ~50% of the
energy. Again, this arises from the joint impacts where the frame global deformation plays an
important role. Some lack of data is found for 65 < ks/mp < 145, mainly due to the tested thickness
values on the platforms that range from 45 mm to 70mm for the legs and 15 mme20 mm for braces. If
for the ship case the length H of the folds that also contribute for the energy absorption (Equations (7)
and (8)) is influenced by size and stiffening of the plates, for the installation case, the plate thickness t
almost determines whether the tube wall gets dented as well as it contributes more than any other
geometrical factor to the platform local stiffness. This affirmation is of course valid for the ratios L/D
and D/t and their range of values for the cases being analysed (8 < L/D < 28 and 17 < D/t < 40), even
though these values can often be adopted in the design of the steel frames of offshore facilities. For ks/ki,
where more emphasis is given to the platform elastic stiffness at the collision point, the plot assumes
approximately a linear trend, although with some dispersion due to either local denting or brace
Fig. 19. Dimensionless horizontal displacement struck zone versus dimensionless strain energy of installation.
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buckling in the smaller platform models. Therefore, ks/ki is affected by the platform dimensions,
directly related to the frame energy.

It must also be noted that the results plotted in Fig. 18 only indicate the relative strain energy. The
absolute values of internal energy necessary to collapse a member of an offshore platform or provoke
certain damage on a ship hull shall be provided by an independent assessment of the respective
collision scenario that is beyond the scope of this study.

The above observations lead to the conclusion that the adoption of a coupled analysis is very
limited, i.e., other factors such as the platform size or the impact location should be taken into account
prior to defining the right parameter or stiffness ratio for the estimation of the energy dissipation.
Accounting for the influence of brace buckling, impact location or global frame deformation, the
dimensionless energy of the platform are also analysed based on Equation (6). The numerical cases are
presented and compared in Fig. 19 by means of the relationship between the dimensionless energy l

(Equation (6)) of the platform and the dimensionless displacement u/t of the platform struck zone. For
comparison, the testing data from Ref. [14] for isolated tubular members within a range of different
dimensions, boundary conditions and axial loading are also included in the Figure. The numerical
simulation cases performed in the current study are grouped according to the platform type, impact
type (span or joint) and the contribution (or not) of any adjacent braces (leg impact) with plastic
deformation to the platform energy dissipation.

For the calculation of l in scenarios of collisionwith a joint, the total length L is taken as the adjacent
leg span. This assumption is made since for the joint impact cases the ship bulb not only hits the joint,
its upper part is also usually in contact with the span. Parameter Pu, as referred in Equation (6), stands
for the plastic limit load applied at themid-length of a clamped tube. Such value varies according to, for
instance, the tube boundary conditions, where for pinned ends it is reduced to half. The length
considered for the estimation of the dimensionless energy (Equation (6)) of the platform is described as
L1, according to Fig. 20. For the full platformmodels, the application of Equation (6) that establishes the
relationship between the displacement of the contact area considers, besides the strain energy of the
struck tube, any additional energy amounts dissipated over the remaining structure through the
different mechanisms (brace buckling, frame vibrations, etc.). This includes the following particular-
ities: firstly, the tube length associated with flexural behaviour might extend to the lower adjacent
span of the leg (L2 in Fig. 20). Despite not so significant, the contribution of the strain energy due to
bending might not be restricted to only one leg span; the second point is the fact that brace buckling
due to axial forces also contributes to the total energy absorbed by the platform and included in
Equation (6), which mainly takes into account the effects due to local denting and beam bending; the
Fig. 20. Substructures considered for definition of Pu.
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same is observed for the frame overall displacement, that contributes to the total displacement
measured at the contact point and with energy amounts that can become very significant depending
on the platform type, as seen above. The contribution of the bent brace due to local axial forces is not
significantly reflected in the linear relationship between l and u/t, contrary to the platform size that
can be closely associated to the frame elastic energy. This reinforces the idea that performing a single
analysis that accounts for both local and global mechanisms, aiming to estimate the energy dissipation
of the complete system (ship þ platform), does not appear possible. On the other hand, the evaluation
of the platform response seems to be possible with acceptable accuracy if preliminary assessment of
the platform local strength at the impact point for the respective impact action is carried out. The
uncoupled analyses of SDOF for global frame response and/or hand calculations for the tube flexural
deformation are then performed according to the predicted/pre-established conditions.

6. Conclusion

In this study the results of a series of detailed FEM simulations of the impact between vessels and
fixed offshore steel platforms are discussed with respect to the energy dissipation. Predicting the size
increase of supply vessels in the near future, as well as possible ship impacts involving higher energy
amounts than those usually considered by the current design practice, both loading curves and
simplified equivalent systems representative for ships up to 25,000 DWT were derived from the FEA.
Aspects such as the steel grades or the scantling size variation were considered in the analyses for the
purpose of broadening the scope of ship types/categories.

Because the platform response to strong impacts might involve yielding of other members besides
those directly affected by the contact with the ship, different scenarios were defined involving different
plastic mechanisms and possible combinations among these mechanisms. It has been revealed that the
plastic energy absorbed by the platform can be evaluated and will mostly depend on the impact area,
but also include contributions from deformations that can take place in adjacent members. The
thickness of the installation tubes, in particular of the struck tubes, has been shown to have some
degree of connection to the platform internal energy after-impact and therefore the plastic moment of
the tube walls can be used to describe the platform relative strength, depending on the platform di-
mensions as well, since elastic strain energy gains importance for big steel platforms and for joint
impacts. The interaction between the vessel and the platform appears to be important, particularly in
cases in which the energy share is closer to 50/50 corresponding to significant energy amounts and
significant plastic deformation/damage in both structures. For the ship range considered, these are
observed mainly when the tube thickness is in 45 mm < t < 70 mm.

In conclusion, if plastic analysis is to be considered in the design practise against extreme accidental
loads from higher energy ship impacts, the present results might provide some good indications
especially regarding the global integrity of the structure and the ship-installation interaction. However,
this can be better complemented with additional investigation on the individual failure of members
based on energy absorption since that is only addressed generally in the current study.
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Appendix

Structural details of vessels and offshore installations analysed.
Ship ‘S20’

General dimensions

Length e 174 m
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Breadth e 29.5 m
Height e 17 m
Mass (þ5% of surge added mass included) e 28,200 ton

Scantlings of unstiffened bow (with smeared out thickness of equivalent stiffened bow with large
scantlings)

1st, 3rd and 4th decks e plate thickness 15 mm
2nd and 5th decks e plate thickness 19 mm
Lower and upper side shell e plate thickness 42 mm
Mid side shell e plate thickness 21 mm
Girders e 11 mm
Frames e spacing 0.7 m, 12 mm
CL girder (bottom) e 16 mm

Ship ‘S10’

General dimensions

Length e 130 m
Breadth e 19 m
Height e 15 m
Mass (þ5% of surge added mass included) e 13,300 ton
Radius of inertia for yaw e 37.0 m
Normal scantlings
Longitudinals e spacing 0.8m, L500 � 100 � 9/11 mm
1st, 2nd and 4th decks e plate thickness 11 mm
3rd and 5th decks e plate thickness 13 mm
Lower and upper side shell e plate thickness 13 mm
Mid side shell e plate thickness 11 mm
CL girder e L1400 � 250 � 11 � 13 mm

Larger scantlings
Longitudinals e spacing 0.8 m, L500 � 100 � 11/11 mm
1st, 2nd and 4th decks e plate thickness 11 mm
3rd and 5th decks e plate thickness 13 mm
Lower and upper side shell e plate thickness 18 mm
Mid side shell e plate thickness 13 mm
CL girder e L1400 � 250 � 14 � 18 mm

Scantlings of unstiffened bow (with smeared out thickness of equivalent stiffened bow with larger
scantlings)

1st, 2nd and 4th decks e plate thickness 16 mm
3rd and 5th decks e plate thickness 18 mm
Lower and upper side shell e plate thickness 26 mm
Mid side shell e plate thickness 21 mm
Girders e L1400 � 250 � 14 � 18 mm

Ship ‘S2’

General dimensions

Length e 63.5 m
Breadth e 13.3 m
Height e 6.3 m
Mass (þ5% of surge added mass included) e 3000 ton

Normal scantlings
Longitudinals e spacing 0.8 m
Plate thickness e 9 mm
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Shell thickness e 11 mm
Larger scantlings

Longitudinals e spacing 0.8 m
Plate thickness e 9 mm
Shell thickness e 14 mm

Platform ‘P3’
Platform ‘P4’
Platform ‘P8’
*The thickness of the tubular members for all the platforms is variable according to the collision

cases.
Fig. A3. Bow ‘S2’.

Fig. A2. Bow ‘S10’.

Fig. A1. Bow ‘S20’.



Fig. A4. Platform ‘P3’ (Dimensions in meters).
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Fig. A5. Platform ‘P4’ (Dimensions in meters).
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Fig. A6. a. Platform ‘P8’ (Dimensions in meters). b. Platform ‘P8’ (Dimensions in meters).
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